Responses are due NO LATER THAN MONDAY, March 11th at 5:00pm. The responses must be Submitted as a Word Document using the format below. The responses should include both the Question and Answer. Responses must be submitted via email. Email should be addressed to Mike Goodison at mgoodison@cityofdavis.org. Responses should not be mailed.

**DEADLINE:** RESPONSES ARE DUE NO LATER THAN 5PM ON March 11, 2013.

1. **Are these projects mandated by regulation or are they optional?**

These projects come from the ADA compliance needs identified in the City’s Self-Evaluation and Transition Plan and are incorporated into upcoming city projects in the interest of resource efficiency. These projects are also reviewed by the City’s ADA Community Advisors that is comprised of local individuals with disabilities and other community members with expertise in accessibility needs. The ADA Community Advisors review the list and point out pressing needs and concerns, or request areas/intersections that merit particular focus. The City typically gives funding priority to the needs of qualifying non-profit applications to rehabilitate low income housing and public facilities and then invests into city accessibility projects. The remaining public facility funds in any given year go to improve ADA accessibility in City sidewalks and intersections, parks, and public facilities. It is important for the City to actively address physical compliance issues under state and federal accessibility requirements.

2. **What criteria do you meet on the critical needs list?**

Under Non-Public Service the category of Physically Disabled and Public Facilities. This work increases access to public facilities that provide community services and civic meetings/events, public right of way (sidewalks and intersections) to public transportation and services, and outdoor community amenities.